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REFLEXIVITY AND ORDER PROPERTIES 
OF SCALAR-TYPE SPECTRAL OPERA TORS 

IN LOCALLY CONVEX SPACES 
BY 

P. G. DODDS, B. de PAGTER1 AND W. RICKER2 

ABSTRACT. One of the principal results of the paper is that each scalar-type spectral 
operator in the quasicomplete locally convex space X is reflexive. The paper also 
studies in detail the relation between the theory of equicontinuous spectral measures 
in locally convex spaces and the order properties of equicontinuous Bade complete 
Boolean algebras of projections. 

o. Introduction. One of the principal results of this paper is that each scalar-type 
spectral operator T in the quasicomplete, locally convex space X is reflexive, i.e. the 
strongly closed subalgebra generated by the identity and T in .P(X), the space of 
continuous linear operators on X, consists precisely of those continuous linear 
operators on X which leave invariant each (closed) T-invariant subspace of X. For 
the case that X is a Banach space, this result was established by Gillespie [9] via an 
interesting factorization theorem in Banach function spaces, a method which does 
not appear to extend readily to the more general setting. The present approach, 
however, avoids factorization theorems by showing directly that each continuous 
linear functional on the strongly closed algebra generated by a Bade-complete, 
equicontinuous Boolean algebra of projections in X has a representation of the form 
< . x, x') for some x E X and x' E X', where X' denotes the dual space of X, a 
result which goes back to R. Pallu de la Barriere [20] for the case of Abelian von 
Neumann algebras in Hilbert space. Our method is based on ideas from the theory 
of Riesz spaces and yields considerable simplification of technique, even in the 
setting of Banach spaces. 

The cornerstone of the present paper is the extension of the reflexivity theorem of 
Bade [2] to the setting of locally convex spaces proved in [6] via the theory of closed 
spectral measures and further refined and sharpened in [5] using purely intrinsic 
methods, based on order considerations. One of the new features which emerged 
from the approach of [5] was a type of "automatic continuity" theorem for a certain 
class of everywhere defined linear operators, even in the absence of a suitable 
closed-graph theorem. This idea is exploited in §1 to show that an everywhere 
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defined scalar-type spectral operator is automatically continuous without some 
further assumption such as barreledness on the underlying space X. This yields 
further information concerning the structure of the space L1(P) of functions which 
are integrable with respect to a closed equicontinuous spectral measure P; in fact, if 
P has a cyclic vector x E X, then the space L l( P) consists precisely of those 
functions which induce multiplication operators on the space Ll( Px) of functions 
which are integrable with respect to the closed point-evaluation measure Px. A 
simple consequence is an explicit representation, as a multiplier algebra, of the 
strongly closed algebra generated by an equicontinuous Bade a-complete Boolean 
algebra of projections in X, a representation theorem due to Gillespie [8) for the case 
that X is Banach, although, once again, the methods of [8) do not extend, even to 
metrizable spaces. 

The second section contains a detailed study of order properties of closed algebras 
generated by Boolean algebras of projections and their associated cyclic spaces. The 
results presented in this section unify and systematically extend to locally convex 
spaces certain representation theorems familiar in the context of Banach spaces. In 
these representation theorems the theory of closed vector measures plays an efficient 
and decisive role. In the special situation that the underlying space X is a complex 
Dedekind complete Riesz space with a complete locally solid Lebesgue topology, the 
strongly closed algebra generated by the Boolean algebra of the band projections in 
X consists precisely of the continuous, order bounded and band preserving linear 
operators on X, a result which is not immediately apparent, but which leads to a 
purely order characterization of those spaces which can arise as the Ll-space of a 
closed equicontinuous spectral measure. The second section concludes with a char-
acterization of those locally convex spaces X which admit a Bade-complete, 
equicontinuous Boolean algebra of projections Jt with the property that the sum of 
finitely many cyclic subspaces is again cyclic. Such a severe restriction implies that 
the space X must admit the structure of a locally solid Riesz space with strong order 
properties and it should be remarked that for such spaces, the reflexivity of 
scalar-type spectral operators is almost a direct consequence of the general form of 
the Bade reflexivity theory (see, for example, [5, Proposition 5.8)). It should be 
mentioned that a convenient tool used in this section is a complex form of the 
Freudenthal theorem, which is of independent interest. 

The main reflexivity theorem is given in the third section and asserts that each 
unital closed subalgebra of the strongly closed algebra generated by a Bade complete 
Boolean algebra of projections is itself reflexive. This result, due to Gillespie [9) for 
the case that X is Banach, immediately implies that each scalar-type spectral 
operator is a reflexive operator. The paper concludes with some remarks concerning 
the spectral resolution of a scalar-type spectral operator. A surprising example of a 
scalar-type spectral operator, with real spectrum, which has more invariant sub-
spaces than its spectral resolution is given and the strongly closed sub algebra of 
!l'( X) generated by the (range of the) spectral resolution of a given scalar-type 
spectral operator is characterized as the smallest strongly closed unital inverse closed 
sub algebra of !l'(X) which contains T and T*. 
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For basic results from the theory of Riesz spaces, the reader is referred to the 
monographs [1, 17, 18 and 30]. 

The authors wish to thank Igor Kluvanek for a number of interesting conversa-
tions, some of which were related to the subject matter of this paper. 

1. Multiplier properties of integrable functions and cyclic spaces. In the first part of 
this section, we establish the notation to be used in the text and summarize those 
aspects of the theory of integration with respect to vector measures that are needed 
in the sequel; see [13] for a more comprehensive treatment. We then develop further 
some very special features of the theory of integration with respect to spectral 
measures. In particular we observe that for a given spectral measure P, each 
P-integrable function induces a multiplier operator in L1(px), x E X, where Px 
denotes the X-valued measure induced by P via evaluation at the point x. More-
over, if x is cyclic for P, then all multiplication operators on L1(px) arise in this 
way. 

It will always be assumed throughout this section that the locally convex Haus-
dorff space X is quasicomplete and that 2'(X) is sequentially complete. The 
identity operator in X is denoted by I. The adjoint of an operator T E 2'( X) is 
denoted by T'. 

An X-valued vector measure is a a-additive map n: ~ ~ X whose domain ~ is a 
a-algebra of subsets of a set Q. For each x' E X', the complex-valued measure 
E ~ (n(E), x'), E E ~, is denoted by (n, x'). Its variation is denoted by I(n, x')I, 
x' E X'. 

If q is a continuous seminorm on X, let UqO denote the polar of the closed unit 
ball of q. Then the q-semivariation of n is the set function q( n) given by 

(1) q(n)(E) = sup{l(n,x')I(E);x' E Uqo}, E E~. 

For each E E ~, the inequalities 
(2) sup { q ( n ( F) ); F E ~, F r;;;, E} :( q ( n ) E :( 4 sup { q ( n ( F) ) ; F E ~, F r;;;, E} 

hold [13, II, Lemma 1.2]. 
A complex-valued, ~-measurable function I on Q is said to be n-integrable if it is 

integrable with respect to each measure (n, x'), x' E X', and if, for every E E ~, 

there exists an element IE I dn of X such that 

\ ~/dn,x') = ~/d(n,x')' 
for each x' E X'. The map In: ~ ~ X defined by 

(fn)(E) = f Idn, 
E 

E E~, 

is called the indefinite integral of I with respect to n. The Orlicz-Pettis lemma 
implies that it is a vector measure. The element (fn)(Q) = fo Idn is denoted simply 
by n(f). 

The set of all n-integrable functions is denoted by L(n). Members of ~ are freely 
identified with their characteristic function. An n-integrable function is said to be 
n-null if its indefinite integral is the zero vector measure. Two n-integrable functions 
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I and g are n-equivalent or equal n-almost everywhere (n-a.e,) if 11- gl is n-nulL A 
set E E ~ is n-null if X E = 0, n-a.e. 

If I is an n-integrable function, then for each continuous seminorm q on X we 
define the q-upper integral, q(n)(f), by q(n)(f) = q(fn)(n). The function 
(3) I ~ q(n)(f), IE L(n), 
is then a seminorm on L (n ). 

Denote by T(n) the topology on L(n) which is defined by the family of 
seminorms (3), for each continuous seminorm q on X. The resulting locally convex 
space is not necessarily Hausdorff. The quotient space of L( n) with respect to the 
subspace of all n-null functions is denoted by L\ n). The resulting Hausdorff 
topology on LI( n) is again denoted by T( n). It is clear from (2) that T( n) is the 
topology of uniform convergence on ~ of indefinite integrals. 

A vector measure n: ~ ~ X is said to be closed if the locally convex Hausdorff 
space LI( n) is complete. This agrees with the original definition given in [13]; see 
[25, Proposition 1]. 

If W is an equicontinuous subset of X', then qw denotes the continuous 
seminorm on X defined by 

(4) qw(x) = sup{l(x,x')I;x' E W}, x E X. 

For x E X and an equicontinuous subset Wof X', let qf-v denote the continuous 
seminorm on .P(X) given by 

qf-v: T~ qw(Tx), TE.P(X), 

where qw is the seminorm (4), The collection of all such seminorms qf-v determines 
the topology of .P(X). 

Let P: ~ ~.P( X) be an .P( X)-valued measure, with domain ~ a a-algebra of 
subsets of a set n. For each x E X, let Px denote the X-valued vector measure 

Px: E ~ P(E)x, EE ~. 

Since the correspondence LiXi ® x; ~ ~ E (.P(X»)', defined by 

TE.P(X), 

is an (algebraic) isomorphism of the tensor product X ® X' onto the dual of .P(X), 
it follows from the Orlicz-Pettis lemma that P is a-additive if and only if the 
complex-valued set function 

(Px,x'): E~(P(E)x,x'), E E~, 

is a-additive for each x E X and x' EX'. 
An operator-valued measure P: ~ ~ .P( X) always has bounded range in .P( X). 

If the range of P, that is P(~) = {peE); E E ~}, is an equicontinuous part of 
.P( X), then P is said to be equicontinuous. 

A measure P: ~ ~.P( X) is said to be a spectral measure if it is multiplicative 
and pen) = I. Of course, the multiplicativity of P means that peE n F) = 
P(E)P(F) for every E, F E ~. Since .P(X) is a locally convex space, it is clear that 
spectral measures are vector measures. 
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PROPOSITION 1.1. Let P: ~ -> £'( X) be an equicontinuous spectral measure and let 
f be a P-integrable function. Let x E X. Then for each Px-integrable function g the 
function fg is also Px-integrable and has indefinite integral given by 

~fgdPX = P(j)( ~ gdPX), E E~. 

Furthermore, the associated linear map m/ L1(px) -> L1(px) defined by 

(5) m/ g -> fg, g E Ll(pX), 

is continuous. 

PROOF. Let gn = gX n, n = 1,2, ... , where Xn denotes the characteristic function 
of {w; Ig(w)1 ~ n}. Then each function gn' n = 1,2, ... , is P-integrable [13, II, 
Lemma 3.1]. It follows that each function fgn E L1(P), n = 1,2, ... , and 

(6) 

for every E E ~ [6, Lemma 1.3]. 
Fix x' E X'. It follows from (6) that 

E E~, 

for every n = 1,2, .... Since gn -> g pointwise and g is (Px,P(f),P(E),x')-inte-
grable for each E E ~, the Dominated Convergence Theorem implies that 

lim f fgnd(px, x') = 1 gd(Px,P(f)'P(E)'x'), 
n->oo E Q 

EE ~. 

It follows [14, Lemma 2.3] that fg is (Px, x')-integrable for each x' E X' and 

(7) f fgd(Px, x') = 1 gd(Px, P(f)'P(E)'x'), 
E Q 

EE ~. 

If E E ~, then certainly P(f)(h gdPx) E X. For each x' E X', we have (cf. [6, 
Proposition 1. 7(iv)]) 

\ p(f)( ~ gdPX), x') = ( IE gdPx, P(f)'x') = ( In gdPx, P(f)'P(E)'X,) 

= In gd(Px, P(f)'P(E)'x'). 

It is then clear from (7) that 

(8) x' EX', 

for each E E ~. This shows that fg is Px-integrable and has indefinite integral as 
stated in the proposition. 

To prove the continuity of m l , we recall (cf. (3)) that the topology of L1(px) is 
specified by the seminorms 

g -> q(Px)(g)(Q), 
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for each continuous seminorm q on X. So let q be a continuous seminorm on X. 
Since 

and the complex-measure «(fg)Px, x') is equal to (gPx, P(f)'x') (d. (8», it follows 
that 

q(Px{mf{g))){D) ~ suP{I(Px{g),y')I{D);y' E Uqo} 

= q{Px{g)){D) 
for each g E L1(px), where q is the continuous seminorm on X corresponding to 
the equicontinuous subset {P(f)'x'; x' E UqO} of X'. This shows m f is continuous 
and completes the proof of the proposition. 

Since the constant function 1 is Px-integrable for each x E X [13, II, Lemma 3.1], 
it follows from Proposition 1.1 that if I is a P-integrable function, then I is also 
Px-integrable for each x E X and 

f IdPx = P(f)P{E)x = P{E)P(f)x, 
E 

EE L. 

That the converse to this statement also holds is the content of the following 

PROPOSITION 1.2. Let P: L ~ £,,(X) be an equicontinuous spectral measure. II I is 
a L-measurable lunction such that I is Px-integrable lor each x E X, then I is 
P-integrable. 

PROOF. Let In = IXn' n = 1,2, ... , where Xn is the characteristic function of the 
set {w; I/(w)1 ~ n}. Define a linear operator ~: X ~ X by 

~: x ~ In IdPx, X E X. 

It follows that 

(9) ~x = lim ( IndPx = lim p{/,,)x, x E X, 
n---+oo In n----+oo 

where each operator P(fn) = ffllndP, n = 1,2, ... , is continuous on X (d. [6, 
Proposition 1. 7(iv)]). 

It follows easily from the a-additivity of P that its range peL) is a strongly 
equicontinuous Boolean algebra of projections in the sense of [5, §3]. Since (9) 
implies that ~ leaves invariant all closed subspaces of X left invariant by each 
member of peL), it follows that ~ is continuous [5, Corollary 5.7]. Finally, since I 
is (Px, x')-integrable for each x E X, x' E X', and ~ E .P( X) satisfies 

(~x, x') = \ In IdPx, x') = In Id(Px, x'), 

Proposition 1.2 of [6] implies that I is P-integrable. 
We remark, that under additional assumptions on the underlying space X, 

Proposition 1.2 is well known, even for arbitrary operator-valued measures in 
.P( X); see [15, Theorem 6.1], for example. In the case of spectral measures, 
Proposition 1.2 is therefore an improvement on previous results since no additional 
requirements on X are needed. 
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Let A be a commuting family of operators in !£( X). For each x E X, the cyclic 
subspace generated by x with respect to A and denoted by A[x] is the smallest 
closed A-invariant subspace of X containing x. Of course, A[x] is the closure in X 
of the linear span of {Bx; BE A}. A vector x E X such that A[x] = X is said to 
be cyclic with respect to A. If P is an !£(X)-valued spectral measure, then a vector 
x E X is said to be cyclic for P if it is cyclic with respect to the range of P. In the 
presence of a cyclic vector the preceding proposition can be considerably sharpened 
(cL [6, Corollary 4.9]). 

PROPOSITION L3. Let P: L ~ !£(X) be a closed, equicontinuous spectral measure. 
Suppose that x E X is a cyclic vector lor P. II I is a L-measurable lucntion such that Ig 
is Px-integrable whenever g is Px-integrable, then I is P-integrable and the linear map 
m/ L1(px) ~ L1(px) delined by (5) is continuous. 

PROOF. To show that I is P-integrable it suffices, by Proposition L2, to show that 
I is Py-integrable for each y E X. So fix y E X. By Proposition 2.1 of [6] there is a 
Px-integrable function h such that y = Px( h). Then Py is the vector measure 

Py: E -> P(E)Px(h) = P(E)(In hdPX), EE L; 

see [6, Proposition L7(iv)]. It follows easily that for each x' E X', the measure 
(Py, x') is given by 

(10) (P(E)y,x')= f hd(Px, x'), 
E 

Let In' n = 1,2, ... , be defined as in the proof of Proposition L2. Then each 
function In' n = 1,2, ... , is (Py, x')-integrable for each x' E X' and it follows 
from (10) that 

(11) EEL, 

for each x' E X' and n = 1,2, .... 
Fix x' E X'. Since Ihlnl'::;; Ihll, n = 1,2, ... , and hi is (Px, x')-integrable it 

follows from (11) and the Dominated Convergence Theorem that 

lim f In d( Py, x') = f fh d( Px, x,), 
n->oo E E 

Accordingly, I is (Py, x')-integrable and 

(12) f Id(Py,x') = f fhd(Px,x'), 
E E 

EE L; 

see, for example, [14, Lemma 2.3]. Since Px(fh) is an element of X (as fh is 
Px-integrable) and satisfies 

(Px(fh), x') = \ In fh dPx, x') = In fh d( Px, x') = In Id( Py, x'), 

for each x' E X', Proposition L7(iv) of [6] implies that I is Py-integrable. Hence, I 
is P-integrable. 
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The continuity of mj is now an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.1. This 
completes the proof of the proposition. 

Let P: ~ --+.P( X) be a closed, equicontinuous spectral measure for which there 
exists a cyclic vector, say x E X. Then each element h of LI(P) induces a 
continuous linear map m h: LI(px) --+ LI(px) defined by m h = m j , where / is any 
representative of the equivalence class of P-integrable functions determining hand 
mj is given by (5). Since P and Px have the same null sets (as x is cyclic for P) it 
follows that m h is well defined. That is, the definition of m h is independent of the 
representative f. Furthermore, the family of operators 

M(P,x)= {mh;hELI(P)} 

is a sub algebra of .P(LI(pX»; see [6, Lemma 1.3]. We equip M(P, x) with the 
relative topology from .P(LI(px». 

The main structure theorem for the cyclic space X, mentioned at the beginning of 
this section, can now be proved. 

PROPOSITION 1.4. Let P: ~ --+ .P(X) be a closed, equicontinuous spectral measure 
such that P has a cyclic vector, say x E X. Then the linear map 

<Px: h --+ m h, hE LI(P), 

is an algebraic and topological isomorphism 0/ the complete locally convex algebra 
LI(P) onto the algebra M(P, x) 0/ multiplier operators in LI(px). In particular, 
M(P, x) is a complete subalgebra 0/ .P(LI(px». 

PROOF. To show <Px is injective, suppose that / and g are P-integrable functions 
such that mj = mg' Then m/l) = mil) implies that / = g in LI(px), and, hence, 
that 

(p(f) - p(g))x = In (f - g) dPx = O. 

Since x is cyclic for P it follows that P(f) = peg) and, hence, that / = g in LI(P) 
[6, Proposition 1.2]. 

To show the continuity of <Px we recall that the continuous seminorms determin-
ing the topology of .P(LI(px» are of the form 

T --+ q(Px)(Tg), 

where g E LI(px) and q is a continuous seminorm on X (cf. (3), (4». Accordingly, 
if we denote the element fo g dPx of X by y, then it follows from (2) that 

q(Px)( <pA/)g) = q(Px )(fg) ~ 4 sup{ q( ~ /gdPx ); E E ~} 

= 4 sup{ q ( (~/ dP ) y) ; E E ~ } 

= 4SUP{ qy( ~/dP ); E E ~} ~ 4qY(P)(f), 

for each / E LI(P). Since qY(P)(·) is a continuous seminorm on LI(P), this shows 
that <Px is continuous. 
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To verify the continuity of «p;i let m f• ~ 0 in M(P, x), that is, hfa ~ 0 in 
Li(px) for each h E Li(px). By Proposition 1.5 of [6], to show that «p;i(mf) = fa 
~ 0 in Li(P) it suffices to show that P(fa) ~ 0 in 2'(X), that is, fnfadPy ~ 0 in 
X for y E X. So, let y E X. Since x is cyclic for P there is h E Li(px) such that 
y = fn h dPx [6, Proposition 2.1]. An argument similar to that used to deduce (12) 
implies that 

(13) fo fa dPy = fo hfa dPx, 

for each a. Since hfa ~ 0 in Li( Px) it follows that fn hfa dPx ~ 0 in X [6, 
Proposition 2.1], and hence (13) implies that fn fa dPy ~ 0 in X, as required. 

Finally, to complete the proof, we note that Li(P) is a complete, commutative 
locally convex algebra with identity [6, Proposition 1.4]. 

COROLLARY 1.5. Let P and x E X be as in Proposition 1.4. Then there is a 
bicontinuous linear isomorphism all of Li( Px) onto X such that 

o//(mfg) = P(j)o//g 
for allf E Li(P) and g E Li(px). 

PROOF. The proof follows immediately from Proposition 1.4 and the fact that the 
integration map all defined by 

all: g ~ 1 gdPx, 
n 

is a bicontinuous isomorphism of Li(px) onto X [6, Proposition 2.1]. 
We remark that Corollary 1.5 can be viewed as a natural extension to the locally 

convex setting of a well-known representation theorem for cyclic Banach spaces due 
to T. A. Gillespie [8]. Indeed, if X is a Banach space, then the P-integrable functions 
are precisely the P-essentially bounded functions [7, XVIII, Theorem 2.11(c)], that 
is, Li(P) and L'x,(P) are equal as sets in which case we observe that Corollary 1.5 is 
essentially Theorem 3.5 of [8], with the function space Li(px) playing the role of the 
normed Kothe space L: in [8]. However, it should be noted that the proof in [8] is 
based on the existence of a "Bade functional" for P, a technique which is not 
available in the locally convex setting, even if the space X is metrizable, as has been 
pointed out by B. Walsh [29, p. 315]. It is for this reason that the space of functions 
L: in [8] can be taken with respect to a real-valued measure on U whereas, in the 
case of locally convex spaces, it is not possible in general to replace the space 
Li(px), where Px is a vector measure, by a function space with respect to some 
scalar-valued measure. 

2. Order properties and representation theorems. In this section, we investigate the 
order structure of those subspaces of the quasicomplete locally convex Hausdorff 
space X which are cyclic with respect to a complete Boolean algebra of projections, 
using the theory of closed vector measures as one of our principal tools. As a 
by-product of independent interest, our approach yields explicit representation 
theorems which exhibit certain classes of locally convex Riesz spaces as Li-spaces of 
closed vector measures. In what follows, we shall assume familiarity with the basic 
notions of the theory of Riesz spaces as set out in the monographs [1, 18 and 30]. 
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Let vIt be an equicontinuous Boolean algebra of projections in X. We will assume 
that vIt is Bade complete, that is, vIt is complete as an abstract Boolean algebra and 
whenever {Ba} ~ M is downwards filtering to 0 in vIt, it follows that Ba --+ 0 in 
.2"( X). Let vIt be displayed as the range of a closed, equicontinuous spectral 
measure P on the Borel subsets L of the Stone space Q of vIt. For each continuous 
seminorm q on X and x E X, set pix) = q(Px)(Q). It follows from [13, II, Lemma 
2.2] that 

Pq(x) = sup{q(P(f)(X));/E L1(P),O ~I/I~ I}. 

From the equicontinuity of vIt, it follows that {P(f): /E L1(P),O ~ 1/1 ~ I} is 
again an equicontinuous part of .2"(X) and from this it follows that the topology on 
X defined by the system of seminorms {Pq : q a continuous seminorm on X}, which 
we shall denoted simply by {Pq }, is precisely the given topology on X. Given x E X, 
it is clear that 

(14) 

Moreover, if /, g E L1(px) and 0 ~ / ~ g, then it is also clear that 

(15) 

Let now x E X be given. Then the integration map 

Px: / ~ (Px) / = In / dPx, 

is a topological isomorphism of L1(px) onto the cyclic space vIt[x]; see [6, 
Proposition 2.1]. Accordingly, we can induce an order structure on vIt[x] from that 
of L1(px) as follows: if y E vIt[x], define y ~ 0 if and only if (PX)-l(y) ~ O. Since 
Px is a closed measure [6, Proposition 1.7(iii)], the complex Riesz space L1(px) is 
Dedekind complete [13, III, Theorem 4.2], and consequently the integration map Px 
induces on vIt[x] the structure of a complex, Dedekind complete Riesz space. From 
(14) and (15), it follows that each seminorm Pq is a Riesz seminorm on vIt[x] so that 
the topology defined on the complex Riesz space vIt[x] by the system of Riesz 
seminorms {Pq } is locally solid. It is not difficult to see that the order structure on 
vIt[x] defined above coincides with that defined directly in [5] so that it follows from 
Corollary 4.l3 of [5] that if in addition x is a cyclic vector for vIt, then the Boolean 
algebra vIt may be identified with the Boolean algebra of all band projections on the 
Riesz space vIt [x] = X. This fact may also be seen directly by considering the form 
of the band projections on Ll( Px). Since x = fn 1 dPx, it follows that x is a weak 
order unit in vIt[x]. 

Combining the preceding remarks, we obtain the following sharpening of Proposi-
tion 2.1 of [6]. We recall that a locally solid Riesz space L is said to have Lebesgue 
topology if whenever {u a} ~ L is downwards filtering to 0 in L, it follows that 
ua --+ 0 for the given topology on L. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let J( be an equicontinuous, Bade complete Boolean algebra 01 
projections in X, displayed as the range 01 a closed, equicontinuous spectral measure P. 
II x E X, then the integration map 

induces on J([x] the structure 01 a Dedekind complete, locally solid Riesz space with 
Lebesgue topology in which x is a weak order unit. The integration map Px is then a 
Riesz isomorphism as well as a topological isomorphism. II, in addition, x is a cyclic 
vector lor J(, then J( may be identilied with the Boolean algebra 01 all band 
projections on the Riesz space J([x] = X. 

We make some remarks concerning the preceding result. It is well known that a 
Banach space which is cyclic with respect to a (Bade) a-complete Boolean algebra of 
projections can be given an equivalent norm and an order structure with respect to 
which it is a Banach lattice with an order continuous norm and weak order unit. 
This was shown by A. Veksler [27] and is a special case of the preceding Proposition 
2.1. Using ideas from the theory of normed Kothe spaces, a more concrete represen-
tation was obtained by T. A. Gillespie [8]. For quasicomplete locally convex spaces, 
the family of seminorms {Pq } was introduced by B. Walsh [29] who showed that 
each subspace of X which is cyclic with respect to an equicontinuous spectral 
measure has the structure of a Dedekind complete, complex Riesz space with a 
locally solid Lebesgue topology. The preceding proposition, however, yields addi-
tional information in the form of an explicit representation theorem, achieved by 
utilizing the theory of closed vector measures. 

Before proceeding to our next result, we recall the notion of a complex I-algebra. 
The (real) Riesz space d is called a Reisz algebra if d is an algebra as well as a 
Riesz space with the additional property that uv ~ 0 for all 0 ~ u, V Ed. The Riesz 
algebra d is called an I-algebra if u /\ v = 0 in d implies that ( wu) /\ v = (uw) /\ 
v = 0 for all 0 ~ wEd. For general properties of I-algebras, a convenient reference 
is Chapter 20 of [30]. It is to be noted in particular that any Archimedean I-algebra 
is commutative. An algebra which is the complexification of a (real) Archimedean 
I-algebra is called a complex I-algebra (see [4, §5]). Necessarily, a complex I-algebra 
is commutative. 

Now let (J() denote the closed subalgebra of .P(X) generated by the equicon-
tinuous, Bade complete Boolean algebra J(. If J( is displayed as the range of a 
closed, equicontinuous spectral measure P, then the space L1(P) has the structure of 
a Dedekind complete, complex Riesz space. If we assume further that .P(X) is 
sequentially complete, then it follows from Lemma 1.3 of [6] that L1(P) is in fact a 
complex I-algebra in which multiplication is (separately) continuous, as follows from 
Proposition 1.1. By Proposition 1.5 of [6], the integration map P: 1>-+ P(f), 
IE L1(P), is a topological algebra isomorphism of L1(P) onto (J(). We apply now 
considerations similar to those contained in Proposition 2.1. By {q}, we denote the 
family of continuous seminorms on X. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let ...It be an equicontinuous, Bade complete Boolean algebra of 
projections in the quasicomplete space X and let P be the associated spectral measure on 
the Stone space Q of ...It. If .2"(X) is sequentially complete, then the integration map 

P: f~ p(f) = In fdP , 

induces on (...It) the structure of a Dedekind complete, complex f-algebra with 
separately continuous multiplication. With respect to this order structure, the topology 
defined on (...It) by the seminorms {p/. x); x E X; q E {q}} coincides with the 
relative .2"( X)-topology and is locally solid, complete and Lebesgue. The integration 
map P is a topological and f-algebra isomorphism of L1(P) onto (...It). The identity 
operator I is a weak order unit for (...It) and the Boolean algebra of principal 
components of I in the complex Riesz space (...It) coincides with the Boolean algebra 
...It. 

We remark that the order structure on (...It) given by the preceding proposition 
coincides with that defined in [5]. 

In order to prove the next result we need an abstract polar decompl)sition for 
elements in a Dedekind complete complex Riesz space. The sign-function that will 
appear in such a decomposition theorem is, however, not an element of the Riesz 
space itself, but is a linear operator on the space. We recall some relevant notions. 
Let L be a complex Riesz space. We denote the real part of L by ReL, so that 
L = ReL + i ReL (see e.g. [30, §91]). Two elements f and g in L are called 
disjoint, denoted by f 1. g, if If I 1\ Igl = O. A linear mapping 'IT from L into itself is 
called band preserving if 'IT f 1. g whenever f 1. g in L. An order bounded, band 
preserving mapping in L is called an orthomorphism. The space of all orthomor-
phisms in L is denoted by Orth( L). With respect to composition as multiplication, 
Orth( L) is a complex f-algebra, with the identity operator as unit element. More-
over, ReOrth(L) can be identified with Orth(ReL). For the general theory of 
orthomorphisms in Riesz spaces we refer to [30, Chapter 20], and for properties of 
orthoinorphisms on complex Riesz spaces we refer to [5, §2]. In particular we recall 
that for any 'IT E Orth(L) and f E L we have l'lTfl = 1'lTlfll = 1'lTllfl. Furthermore, if 
'IT = Re 'IT + i Im'lT in Orth( L), and if we denote if = Re 'IT - i 1m 'IT, then 'lTif = I 'IT 12. 

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let L be a Dedekind a-complete complex Riesz space. 
(i) For any f E L there exist a E Orth(L) such that of = If I and 101 = I. 

(ii) Iff, gEL with Igl ~ If I, then there exists 'IT E Orth(L) such that g = 'lTf and 
1'lT1 ~ I. 

PROOF. (i) If 0 ~ v ~ u in ReL, then an application of the Freudenthal spectral 
theorem yields an element 'IT E Orth(ReL) such that 0 ~ 'IT ~ I and 'lTU = v (for the 
details of the proof see [17, Theorem 7.6]). Now assume that Igl ~ u with g, 
u E ReL. Then 0 ~ g+~ u and 0 ~ g-~ u, so there exist 'lTl' 'lT2 E Orth(ReL), 
o ~ 'lTl' 'lT2 ~ I, such that 'lT1U = g+ and 'lT2U = g-. Putting 'IT = 'lT1 - 'lT2 we get 
'lTU = g. 
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Now take f E L. It follows from the inequalities IRefl ~ If I and IImfl ~ If I that 
there exist aI' a2 E Orth(ReL) such that Ref = allfl and Imf = a2lfl. Defining 
a = a l - ia2 gives that alfl = (al + ia2)lfl = f. Note that lallfl = IOlfll = If I, 
and so 

af= aalfl=laI 2Ifl=lal(l a llfl) =lallfl=lfl· 
Hence, the orthomorphism a satisfies af = If I· Since lallfl = If I, we can modify a 
outside the band generated by f such that lal = I. 

(ii) Suppose Igl ~ If I in L. By (i) there exist 'lTI' 'lT2 E Orth(L), with l'lTII = I 'lT2 I = I, 
such that f = 'lTllfl (and hence iiJ = IfD and g = 'lT2 Igl. Furthermore, there exists 
'lT3 E Orth(L), 0 ~ 'lT3 ~ I, such that Igl = 'lT3Ifl. Hence 

g = 'lT21 g 1= 'lT2'lT31 f 1= 'lT2'lT3 iilf, 
so 'IT = 'lT2'lT3iil is the desired orthomorphism. 

PROPOSITION 2.4. Let X be a Dedekind complete, complex Riesz space with locally 
solid, Lebesgue topology. Assume that X is quasicomplete and let A be the Boolean 
algebra of band projections in X. 

(i) X is topologically complete and A is an equicontinuous, Bade complete Boolean 
algebra of projections in X. 

(ii) The closed A-invariant subspaces of X are precisely the bands in X. 
(iii) The algebraic sum of any finite number of closed, A-invariant subspaces in X is 

closed. 
(iv) Orth(X) n 2'(X) is an order ideal in Orth(X) and coincides with (A). 
Assume, in addition, that 2'( X) is sequentially complete. 
(v) The complexf-algebra Orth(X) coincides with (.$1). 

(vi) If X has weak order unit e ~ 0, then there exists a closed, equicontinuous 
2' (X)-valued spectral measure P with range A, for which e is a cyclic vector and such 
that the integration map Pe is a topological and Riesz isomorphism of LI( Pe) onto X. 

PROOF. (i) That X is topologically complete is a direct consequence of [5, 
Proposition 2.3]. If q is any Riesz seminorm defining the topology of X, observe that 

q(Ex) = q(IExl) = q(Elxl) ~ q(lxl) = q(x) 
for all E E A and all x E X. It follows that A is an equicontinuous Boolean 
algebra of projections in X. Since X is Dedekind complete and the given topology 
on X is Lebesgue, it follows that A is even Bade complete. 

(ii) Since the topology on X is Lebesgue, the bands in X are precisely the closed 
order ideals in X. Now, it is clear that each band in X is closed and A-invariant 
and consequently, it suffices to show that each closed A-invariant subspace of X is 
an order ideal of X. This, however is contained in Proposition 2.3 since the 
orthomorphisms a, 'IT exhibited there clearly belong to (A). 

(iii) That the sum of finitely many closed A-invariant subspaces of X is closed is 
now a simple consequence of the fact that the sum of finitely many projection bands 
is again a projection band [18, Theorem 30.1]. 

(iv) If a, 'IT E Orth(X) with 0 ~ lal ~ 1'lT1, it follows from 

o ~lal(lxl) ~1'lT1(lxl) =1'lT(x)l, x E X, 
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that if 'IT belongs to Y( X), then so does (J and hence the continuous orthomor-
phisms on X form an order ideal in Orth( X). Since the closed A-invariant 
subspaces of X are precisely the bands in X by (ii), it follows from Corollary 5.6 of 
[5] that Orth(X) n Y(X) ~ (A). Conversely, if T E (A), then T is band-pre-
serving and hence order bounded by Lemma 2.6 of [5]. Consequently T E Y( X) n 
Orth( X), and by this the proof of (iv) is complete. 

(v) The proof of (v) is almost identical to (iv) by an appeal to Corollary 5.7 rather 
than Corollary 5.6 of [5]. 

(vi) Let A be displayed as the range of an equicontinuous, closed spectral 
measure p on the Stone space of A, which is possible from (i). The well-known 
theorem of Freudenthal then asserts that the weak unit e is cyclic for P. The proof 
of (vi) now follows directly from Proposition 2.1, after noting that the given order 
structure on X in fact coincides with that induced by the integration map Pe. 

It has been noted earlier that if P is a closed equicontinuous spectral measure, 
then L1(P) is a Dedekind complete, complex unital I-algebra with separately 
continuous multiplication and a complete, locally solid Lebesgue topology. It is not 
without interest to remark that these properties actually characterise those spaces 
which can arise as Ll-spaces of closed, equicontinuous spectral measures. In fact, let 
.91' be a Dedekind complete, complex unital I-algebra with complete locally solid 
Lebesgue topology for which multiplication is (separately) continuous. If A Ed, 
define rnA E Y(.91') via mA(B) = AB, BEd. The map A ~ rnA' A Ed, is then a 
topological and I-algebra isomorphism of .91' onto Orth(.91'), which is a complete 
linear subspace of Y( .91'). From (iv) of Proposition 2.4, it follows that Orth(.91') 
coincides with (A), where A is the complete Boolean algebra of band projections 
in .91'. If P is the associated spectral measure on the Stone space of A, then P is a 
closed, equicontinuous spectral measure. The given order structure on Orth(.91') 
coincides with that induced on (A) by the integration map, which therefore 
induces a topological and I-algebra isomorphism of L1(P) onto Orth(.91') by 
Proposition 2.2, and hence of L1(P) onto.91'. 

We summarize these remarks in the following 

PROPOSITION 2.5. II .91' is a Dedekind complete complex unital I-algebra with a 
complete locally solid Lebesgue topology lor which multiplication is separately continu-
ous, then there exists a closed equicontinuous spectral measure P and a topological and 
I-algebra isomorphism 01 L1(P) onto.91'. 

It is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.4(ii) and Proposition 2.1, that if 
A is an equicontinuous, Bade complete Boolean algebra of projections in the 
(arbitrary) quasicomplete space X and if x E X is cyclic for A, then each closed 
A-invariant subspace of X is again cyclic. In particular, the algebraic sum of finitely 
many cyclic subspaces of a cyclic space, being closed by Proposition 2.4(iii), is again 
cyclic. In general, for spaces X which do not have a cyclic vector with respect to a 
given Boolean algebra A, the property that the algebraic sum of finitely may cyclic 
subspaces is always cyclic imposes strong restrictions on the space X and the 
Boolean algebra A. Before indicating the nature of these restrictions, we give 
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several equivalent formulations of the property that the algebraic sum of finitely 
many cyclic subspaces is again cyclic. For the case of Banach spaces, the following 
result is due to C. Rall [21, Satz 5.1]. The proof given in [21] remains valid in the 
locally convex setting due to Propositions 2.1 and 2.4, so the details are omitted. 

We recall first that if A is a Bade-complete Boolean algebra of projections in X 
and if x E X, then the carrier of x in A is defined to be inf{ E E A: Ex = x}. 

PROPOSITION 2.6. Let X be a quasicomplete space for which the space !f/( X) is 
sequentially complete and let A ~ !f/(X) be an equicontinuous, Bade complete Boolean 
algebra of projections. Then the following statements are equivalent. 

(i) The system {A[x]; x E X} of cyclic subs paces of X is upwards filtering with 
respect to inclusion. 

(ii) The algebraic sum of finitely many A-cyclic subs paces of X is cyclic. 
(iii) For each x E X, there exists a projection E E A with range equal to A[x], in 

which case E is precisely the carrier of x in A. 

We now determine the structure of those spaces X which admit an equicontinu-
ous, Bade complete Boolean algebra A of projections for which one (and hence all) 
of the preceding equivalent conditions holds. We say in this case that the space X is 
quasicyclic with respect to A. The following description of quasicyclic spaces is due 
to C. Rall [21] for the case that X is Banach. While our proof follows the general 
lines of Satz 5.5 in [21], it is based on the representation described in Proposition 
2.1. 

PROPOSITION 2.7. Let A be an equicontinuous, Bade complete Boolean algebra of 
projections in the quasicomplete space X with !f/( X) sequentially complete. If X is 
quasicyclic with respect to A, then X is topologically complete and there exists in X the 
structure of a complex Riesz space such that X is a locally solid complete Riesz space 
which is Dedekind complete, has Lebesgue topology and is such that the Boolean 
algebra of band projections coincides with the Boolean algebra A. 

PROOF. Let {Q",} be a maximal disjoint system of carrier projections in A, 
corresponding to the elements {x",} in X. By Proposition 2.6, A [x "'] is the range of 
Q"" so in particular, A[x",] (lA[xp] = {O} whenever a =F f3. Let Y = $ ",A[x",]. 
The maximality of the system { Q",} implies that sup", Q '" = I in A, hence Y is dense 
in X. By Proposition 2.1 each A[x",] has the structure of a Dedekind complete 
complex Riesz space such that the induced topology in A[x",] is a complete 
Lebesgue topology. 

Clearly, Y = $ A[x",] is a Riesz space with respect to the direct sum ordering. 
'" Now observe that A[x",,l Ea ... EaA[x",J = A[x"'l + ... + x",,,l holds for any 

finite collection a l , ... , an. Moreover, the direct sum Riesz space structure in 
A[x_] Ea ... EaA[x", ] coincides with the Riesz space structure defined by Proposi-

~l n 

tion 2.1 on A[x"'l + ... + x",J From this observation it is clear that Y has the pre-
Lebesgue property. Using [5, Propositions 2.2 and 2.3], it follows that X is the 
topological completion of Y and that the Riesz space structure of Y extends to X, 
such that X is a Dedekind complete, locally solid, complex Riesz space with 
Lebesgue topology, by Proposition 10.5 of [1]. 
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It remains to identify the Boolean algebra of band projections in X with A. By 
the continuity of the lattice operations it follows that 0 ~ Bx ~ x for all 0 ~ x E X 
and all B E A, and hence B is a band projection in X [18, Theorem 24.5]. In 
particular, for each index a, A[xa ] is a projection band in X with band projection 
Qa' and, by [5, Corollary 4.12], the band projections in the Riesz space A[xa] 
coincide with the Boolean algebra {BQa: B E A}. Now let Q be a band projection 
in X. For each a, QQa is a band projection in A[xa], and hence QQa EA. Now it 
follows from Q = LaQQa that Q EA. By this, the proof is complete. 

We remark that the class of quasicyclic spaces properly includes the class of cyclic 
spaces. Indeed, from Proposition 2.4, examples are provided by taking for X any 
complex Dedekind complete Riesz space, with a complete Lebesgue locally solid 
topology but which does not possess a weak order unit. 

We conclude this section with some remarks concerning the structure of (A) if 
.P( X) is not assumed sequentially complete. Once again, let A be an equicontinu-
ous Bade complete Boolean algebra of projections in the quasicomplete space X and 
let (A) be the closed subalgebra of .P(X) generated by A. As observed in 
Proposition 2.2, if .P( X) is assumed sequentially complete, then (A) has the 
structure of a Dedekind complete, complex f-algebra such that the relative .P (X)-
topology in (A) is complete, locally solid and Lebesgue. Without sequential 
completeness of .P( X), it is still true that (A) has the structure of a Dedekind 
complete, complex f-algebra with locally solid Lebesgue topology, but (A) is not in 
general topologically complete. Indeed, in this more general situation, the closed 
algebra (A)~ generated by A in the space .P~(X) of all linear operators on X 
(equipped with the topology of pointwise convergence on X) is a Dedekind 
complete f-algebra with a complete, locally solid Lebesgue topology (see [5, Proposi-
tions 3.6 and 3.12]). Clearly, (A) is a subalgebra of (A)~. We assert that (A) is 
even an order ideal in (A)~, from which follow the stated properties of (A). To 
this end, suppose that lSI ~ ITI in (A)~ with T E (A). An application of 
Proposition 2.3 in the f-algebra (A)~ yields an operator R E (A)~ with IRI ~ I 
such that S = RT. It follows from [5, Proposition 3.11] that R E (A) and hence 
S E (A). 

3. Reflexive subalgebras and scalar-type spectral operators. Let X be a quasicom-
plete, locally convex Hausdorff space and suppose that N is a closed subalgebra of 
.P( X) containing I. The sub algebra N is called reflexive if N consists precisely of 
those operators in .P( X) which leave invariant each closed N-invariant subspace of 
X. An operator T E .P(X) will be called reflexive if the closed sub algebra of .P(X) 
generated by T and I is reflexive. The main purpose of the present section is to 
show that every scalar-type spectral operator in the sense of N. Dunford [7] is a 
reflexive operator. 

Now let A be an equicontinuous Bade complete Boolean algebra of projections 
in X and let (A) be the strongly closed algebra generated by A. 

The main result of [5] asserts that (A) is a reflexive sub algebra of .P(X). This 
was also shown in [6] under the additional hypothesis that .P( X) is sequentially 
complete. Of course, for the case that X is Banach, this result is due to W. Bade [2]. 
We will show now that closed unital subalgebras of (A) are reflexive. 
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We start with the following lemma, which is well known for Banach spaces; see [3 
or 9, Lemma 4.5]. Its extension to the locally convex setting presents no difficulties. 

LEMMA 3.1 (CF. [9, LEMMA 4.5]). Let N be a closed unital subalgebra of .P(X), and 
let T E .P(X) be given. 

(i) T leaves invariant every N-invariant subspace of X if and only if (Tx, x') = 0 
whenever x E X and x' E X' are such that (Sx, x') = 0 for all SEN. 

(ii) TEN if and only if 'L7_I(Txi, x;) = 0 whenever Xl"'" Xn E X and X{, ... , < 
E X' are such that 'L7_I(SX i, x;) = 0 for all SEN. 

Suppose that N is a closed unital sub algebra of (A), and assume that T E .P( X) 
leaves invariant all closed N-invariant subspaces of X. Then it follows from the 
extension of the Bade reflexivity theorem to locally convex spaces [5] that T E (A). 
The above lemma shows that in order to prove that N is reflexive, it is sufficient to 
show that whenever Xl"'" Xn E X and X{, ... , X~ E X' are given, there exist 
elements X E X and x' E X' such that 

n 

(16) L (SXi' x;) = (SX, x') 
i-I 

for all S E (A). In the next part of this section we will prove that this is indeed the 
case. 

We introduce some notation. Given X E X and x' E X', we will denote (formally) 
by X ® x I the linear functional on (A) defined by 

(x ® x')(T) = (Tx, x'), 

Let (A)' denote the topological dual of (A) (with respect to the strong operator 
topology). As is well known, (A)' consists precisely of all functionals of the form 

n 

LXi ® X;, Xl"",X n E X, x{, ... ,X~ E X', n E N. 
i-I 

In this notation, to guarantee the existence of elements x E X and x' E X' such that 
(16) is valid, it suffices to prove the following 

PROPOSITION 3.2. Given Xl"'" Xn E X and X~, ... , X~ E X', there exist X E X and 
x' E X' such that 

n 

LXi ® X; = X ® X' 
i-I 

in (A)/. Equivalently, any element of the dual space of (A) is of the form X ® x' for 
appropriate X E X and x' E X'. 

The proof of this proposition, which will be divided into five lemmas, makes use 
of the theory of Riesz spaces. First we introduce some relevant notions. Let L 
denote an (Archimedean) complex Riesz space. As usual, L-denotes the order dual 
of L (see [30, §83]). A linear functional <p E L - is called order continuous if 
infl<p(ua)1 = 0 whenever ua iO in L. The set of all order continuous linear function-
als on L is denoted by L:; L: is a band in L - [30, §87]. Given 0 .,; <p E L -the ideal 
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Nrp = {f E L: <p(lfl) = O} is called the null ideal of <po The disjoint complement 
Crp = N; is called the carrier of <po Note that <p is strictly positive on Crp' i.e., that 
<pC u) = 0 with 0 ~ u E Crp implies that u = O. Now assume that L is Dedekind 
complete and take 0 ~ <p E L:. Then Nrp is a band and L = Crp EEl N . Moreover, if - rp o ~ <p, I/; E L n , then <p /\ I/; = 0 is equivalent to Crp ..1 C.r (i.e., Crp n C.r = {O}). 

The following lemma is one of the important tools in proving Proposition 3.2. 

LEMMA 3.3 (COMPLEX BOUNDED RADON - NIKODYM THEOREM). Let L be a Dede-
kind complete complex Riesz space and suppose that II/;I ~ 1<p1 in L:. Then there exists 
an orthomorphism 'IT in L such that I/; = <p 0 'IT and I 'IT I ~ f. 

PROOF. For any 'IT E Orth(L) let 'IT -: L;; ~ L;; be defined by 'IT - (A) = A 0 'IT, 

A E L;; . Then 'IT - is an orthomorphism in L;; . Moreover, the mapping 'IT ~ 'IT - is 
clearly a positive algebra homomorphism from the f-algebra Orth( L) into the 
f-algebra Orth(L;;), and hence, being disjointness preserving, is a Riesz homomor-
phism. Therefore, IA 0 171 = IAlo I 'IT I for all A E L;; and 'IT E Orth(L). Using this 
observation, the result of the lemma follows from the corresponding result for real 
spaces [30, Theorem 145.2], analogous to the proof of Proposition 2.3(i). 

Before returning to spectral operators we prove one more general result concern-
ing Riesz spaces which will be useful. 

LEMMA 3.4. Let L be a Riesz space with the principal projection property and let f 
be a subset of the positive cone L + of L such that: 

(i) u Ef implies that au Ef for alia;;;. O. 
(ii) ffu ELand v Ef with 0 ~ u ~ v, then u Ef. 

(iii) ffu, v Ef and u /\ v = 0, then u + v Ef. 
Then u + v Ef whenever u, v Ef. 
PROOF. Take u, v Ef. Let P be the band projection onto the band {(u - V)+}dd. 

Then P«u - v)-) = 0, so Pu - Pv ;;;. O. This implies that 0 ~ Pv ~ Pu ~ u, and 
hence 0 ~ P(u + v) ~ 2u. By (i) we have 2u Ef, and so it follows from (ii) that 
P(u + v) Ef. Similarly, it follows from (1 - P)«u - v)+) = 0 that 

(I - P)(u + v) Ef· 
Since [P(u + v)] /\ [(1 - P)(u + v)] = 0, it follows from (iii) that u + v = 

P(u + v) + (1 - P)(u + v) Ef, as required. 
Note that the above lemma applies in particular if the Riesz space L is Dedekind 

complete. 
N ow we return to the closed algebra (vii) generated by the equicontinuous Bade 

complete Boolean algebra vii in £' (X). As before, (vii)' denotes the topological 
dual of (vii). Since (vii) is a complex Riesz space, the order dual (vii) - is defined, 
and since the topology on (vii) is locally solid, (vii)' is an order ideal in (vii) - [1, 
Theorem 5.7]. Moreover, since the topology on (vii) is a Lebesgue topology, it 
follows that (vii)' ~ (vii):. Let 

:f('= {<p E (vii)': <p = x ® x' for some x E X, x' EX'}. 
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We have to show that $"= (A)'. It is sufficient to show that $" IS a linear 
subspace of (A)'. 

LEMMA 3.5. $" is a solid subset of (A)', i.e., if I~I ~ Icpl in (A)', and cp E $", 

then ~ E$". 

PROOF. Suppose that cp, ~ E (A)', with I~I ~ Icpl and cp E$". Then cp = x ® x' 
for some x E X and x' E X'. Since (A)' I::: (A):, we can apply Lemma 3.3, so 
there exists w E Orth(A») such that ~ = cp 0 w, Iwl ~ I. Since (A) is a unital 
f-algebra, there exists A E (A) such that weT) = TA for all T E (A) [30, 
Theorem 141.1]. Hence ~(T) = (x ® x')(TA) = (TAx, x') = ((Ax) ® x')(T) for all 
T E (A). This shows that ~ = (Ax) ® x' E$". 

Before stating the next lemma, we recall that any band projection in the f-algebra 
(A) is given by multiplication by an idempotent. Moreover, the idempotents in 
(A) are precisely the projections in A [5, Proposition 4.4]. Hence, the band 
projections in (A) are given by multiplications by elements of A. 

LEMMA 3.6. If 0 ~ cp, ~ E $" and cp 1\ ~ = 0 in (A)', then cp + ~ E$". 

PROOF. Let x, y E X and x', y' E X' be such that cp = x ® x' and ~ = y ® y'. 
By the remarks prior to Lemma 3.6, the band projection in (A) onto the carrier C<p 
of cp is given by multiplication by a projection E E A. Similarly, let the band 
projection onto C.;, be given by multiplication with F E A. It follows from cp 1\ ~ = 0 
that C<p 1. C.;" and so EF = O. 

Let E': X' ~ X' denote the adjoint of E. Now it follows from cp(T) = cp(TE) 
and from TE = ETE that 

cp(T) = cp(ETE) = (TEx, E'x') = ((Ex) ®(E'x'))(T) 

for all T E (A). Hence cp = (Ex) ® (E'x'). Similarly we get ~ = (Fy) ® (F'y'). 
Now observe that 

((Ex) ® (F'y'))(T) = (FTEx, y,) = (TEFx, y,) = 0 

for all T E (A), so (Ex) ® (F'y') = O. In like manner, we find that (Fy) ® (E'x') 
= O. This implies that 

(Ex + Fy) ®(E'x' + F'y') = (Ex) ®(E'x') +(Fy) ®(F'y'), 

and hence cp + ~ E $". 

LEMMA 3.7. If cp, ~ E $", then cp + ~ E$". 

PROOF. Let / be the set of all positive elements in $" and let L = (A)'. 
Clearly, / satisfies condition (i) of Lemma 3.4. By Lemma 3.5, / satisfies 
condition (ii) and by the above lemma condition (iii) is satisfied as well. Hence, by 
Lemma 3.4, cp + ~ E / whenever cp, ~ E /, i.e. $" is closed for addition of positive 
elements. Now, suppose that cp, ~ E $" are arbitrary. By Lemma 3.5, it follows that 
Icpl, I~I E $" and so Icpl + I~I E$". It now follows from the inequality Icp + ~I ~ Icpl 
+ I~I and from a further application of Lemma 3.5 that cp + ~ E$". 
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We have thus shown that the set X" is a linear subspace of (A)', and this 
completes the proof of Proposition 3.2. We are now in a position to prove the main 
result of this section. 

THEOREM 3.8. Let A be an equicontinuous Bade complete Boolean algebra of 
projections in the quasicomplete space X and let (A) be the closed subalgebra of 
.P( X) generated by A. Each unital closed subalgebra of (A) is a reflexive 
subalgebra of .P( X). 

PROOF. Let N be a closed unital sub algebra of (A), and suppose that T E .P(X) 
leaves invariant all closed N-invariant subspaces of X. By the reflexivity theorem [5, 
Corollary 5.6], it follows that T E (A). A combination of Lemma 3.1 and Proposi-
tion 3.2 now yields the desired result. 

An operator T E .P(X) is said to be a scalar-type spectral operator if there exists 
an equicontinuous spectral measure P in .P( X) and a P-integrable function f such 
that T = P(f). If X is a Banach space, this agrees with the classical definition due 
to N. Dunford [7, XV, §4 and XVII, §2]. If T E .P( X) is a scalar-type spectral 
operator for some equicontinuous spectral measure P in .P( X), and if .P( X) is 
sequentially complete, then T belongs to the closed algebra in .P( X) generated by 
the 'p(X)-closure, (A), of the range of P (see, for example, [22]). Since A is a 
Bade complete, equicontinuous Boolean algebra of projections in X (see [5, Proposi-
tion 4.6]), we obtain the following result as an immediate consequence of Theorem 
3.8. 

COROLLARY 3.9. If X is quasicomplete and if .P(X) is sequentially complete, then 
every scalar-type spectral operator in .P( X) is a reflexive operator. 

Let us remark further that Theorem 3.8 may be sharpened if it is assumed in 
addition that .P( X) is sequentially complete. Indeed, using Corollary 5.7 rather 
than Corollary 5.6 of [5], it follows easily that every closed unital sub algebra of 
( A), is a reflexive sub algebra of .p#( X). 

For the case that the space X is Banach, the result of Theorem 3.8 was proved by 
T. A. Gillespie [9, Theorem 4.6]. Gillespie's proof is based on an interesting 
factorization theorem for Banach function spaces. His method of proof does not 
seem to carryover to the locally convex setting, and the above proof of Proposition 
3.2 is a simplification of the proof in the Banach space case. We like to point out, 
however, that from Gillespie's method a stronger result, at leas~ for the case that X 
is Banach, concerning the representation of linear functionals on (A), can be 
deduced. For the sake of convenience we present the details in 

PROPOSITION 3.10. Let A be a Bade complete Boolean algebra of projections in the 
Banach space X, and let (A) be the strongly closed subalgebra of .P(X) generated by 
A. Then any <p E (A): is of the form <p = x ® x' with x E X, x' E X'. Equiva-
lently, (A): = (A)'. 

PROOF. Let 0 ~ <p E (A): be given and let Crp be the carrier of <p in (A). There 
exists Eo EA such that Crp = Eo(A). Let {Ea} be a maximal disjoint system of 
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carrier projections in Ccp. Since <p is strictly positive on Ccp' it follows that this system 
{E,,} is at most countable, {En}::"~l say, corresponding to elements {xn}::"~l. Note 
that Eo = V::"~lEn. We can assume that Ilxnll = 1 for all n. Define Xo = L::"~12-nxn' 
and observe that Eo = Exo. This implies that <p(E) = ° for all E E A with 
Exo = 0. Indeed, if Exo = 0, then (I - E)xo = x o, so Eo ~ 1- E and hence 
Eo 1\ E = 0, which implies E E Ncp and therefore <p(E) = 0. 

Now let A be displayed as the range of a closed equicontinuous spectral measure 
P on the Borel sets pj of the Stone space of A. Then <p corresponds to a complex 
measure v on pj which satisfies v « PXo, i.e., v(B) = ° whenever (Pxo)(B) = 0. 
Now it follows from [9, Theorem 4.2] that there exists x~ E X' such that v(B) = 

«Pxo)(B), x~) for all BE pj. Thus <p(E) = (Exo, x~) for all E E A. The order 
conntinuity of <p, combined with the Freudenthal spectral theorem, now shows that 
<p(T) = (Txo' x~) for all TEA, and hence <p = Xo ® x~. 

The point of the above proposition is that any order continuous normal linear 
functional on (A) is strongly continuous, and this goes back to R. Pallu de la 
Barriere [20] in the case that (A) is an abelian W* -algebra. It seems to be an 
interesting question whether the above result is true in the general locally convex 
setting. 

4. Remarks on the spectral resolution. If T is a scalar-type spectral operator in the 
quasicomplete space X, then there exists a unique equicontinuous, !£'( X)-valued 
spectral measure Q defined on the Borel subsets of the complex plane C such that 
the identity function on C is Q-integrable and T = Ie z dQ( z); this follows from [19, 
Propositions 1.2.1, 1.2.7]. This unique spectral measure Q is called the resolution of 
the identity of T. We now remark that the range of the resolution of the identity of 
Q is precisely the Boolean a-subalgebra generated by the Freudenthal system of T 
in any strongly closed algebra (A) containing T which is generated by an 
equicontinuous Bade-complete Boolean algebra A. We indicate the details. 

Let A be an equicontinuous, Bade complete Boolean algebra of projections in the 
quasicomplete space X and let (A) be the strongly closed sub algebra of !£'( X) 
generated by A. Let T be a given element of (A) and write T = ReT + iImT 
with ReT, ImT E Re(A). We denote by {E(A): A E R}, {F(A): A E R} the 
(Freudenthal) spectral systems of Re T, 1m T in the Dedekind complete Riesz space 
Re( A) with respect to the weak order unit I. For basic properties of these spectral 
systems, the reader is referred to [18, §38]. The Freudenthal spectral system {G(z): 
z E C} of T in the complex Riesz space (A) is now defined by setting G( z) = 

E(A)F(u) if z = A + ip., A, p. E R. It is a routine task to see that the spectral 
system {G( z): z E C} induces, in the obvious manner, a count ably-additive, A-val-
ued multiplicative set function Qo defined on the ring generated by the usual 
collection of cells in R2, considered as subsets of C. Since (A) is Dedekind 
complete and has Lebesgue topology it follows from [1, Theorem 21.1] that (A) has 
weakly compact order intervals and hence, by the Kluvanek extension theorem [11, 
p. 178] (see also [28, §§5, 6 of Chapter XI]), it follows that Qo extends to a 
countably-additive measure, denoted again by Qo, on the Borel subsets of C. 
Further, it is not difficult to show that Qo is an A-valued spectral measure (see [6, 
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Proposition 3.6]). The Freudenthal spectral theorem now implies that the identity 
function on C is Qo-integrable and T = Ie z dQo( z). It follows that T is a scalar-type 
spectral operator and that the spectral measure Qo is precisely the resolution of the 
identity for T. Moreover, the range of the spectral resolution of T is precisely the 
Boolean O'-subalgebra of vIt generated by the Freudenthal system of T relative to I 
in the Riesz space (vIt). 

Suppose now that T is a scalar-type spectral operator in the quasicomplete space 
X with spectral resolution Q. If T* = Ie z dQ( z), then it is clear that I, T and T* 
belong to the strongly closed subalgebra of £-'( X) generated by the range of the 
spectral resolution Q of T. Of course, if X is a Hilbert space and if T is normal, 
then it is a classical result that the strongly closed subalgebra of £-'( X) generated by 
I, T and T* coincides with the strongly closed sub algebra of £-'( X) generated by the 
range of the spectral resolution of T. This result is still valid if X is Banach, but fails 
in general. We present first an example of this pathology, which finds its roots in the 
work of Stieltjes [26]. 

EXAMPLE 4.1. Let X be the space of all Lebesgue measurable functions f on R for 
which 

1. If(x)l(l +Ixndx < 00, 
R 

n = 0,1,2, .... 

With respect to the pointwise operations, X is a Dedekind complete complex Riesz 
space. We endow X with the IO'I(X, X:)-topology [1, Definition 6.5], which is a 
complete Lebesgue topology. Note that X: can be identified with the Kothe dual 
(associate ideal) of X, as X is an ideal of measurable functions [30, §86]. Let vIt be 
the Boolean algebra of all band projections in X. By Proposition 2.4, (vIt) is the 
space of all orthomorphisms in X, which can be identified as well with an ideal of 
measurable functions. Note that all polynomials are contained in (vIt). Define 
T E (vIt) by setting (Tf)(x) = xf(x), x E R. It is clear that T is a scalar-type 
spectral operator and the range of the resolution of the identity is precisely vIt. 
Further, it is clear that T = T*. Assume that vIt is contained in the strongly closed 
sub algebra generated by I and T, which we denote by (I, T). Then, in fact, 
(vIt) = (I, T). Let S E (vIt) be defined by 

(Sf)(x) = sin(2'7Tlnlxl)f(x), X E R, 

for all f E X. Since S E (I, T), it follows that, for each 0 ~ <p E X: and 0 ~ f E X, 
there exists a sequence { Pn } ~~ 1 of polynomials such that 

Now if f E X is defined by setting f(x) = Ixl-lnlxl, X E R, and if <p is Lebesgue 
integration over R, then, for the corresponding sequence of polynomials, we have 
that 

(17) 1. I . I) I -lnlxl 
R Pn{x) - sm(2'7Tlnlx Ixl dx --. 0 
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as n --+ 00. However, since 

it follows that 

~Pn(x)sin(2'ITlnlxl)lxl-lniXidx = 0, 

and therefore (17) implies that 

k = 0,1, ... , 

n = 1,2, ... , 

~ {sin(2'ITlnlxl)}2Ixl-lnixidx = ° 
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which is clearly a con tradition. It follows that the range of the spectral resolution of 
T is not contained in the strongly closed algebra generated by I and T. 

We remark that Example 4.1 shows, in conjunction with Theorem 3.8, that it is 
possible for a real scalar-type spectral operator to have more invariant subspaces 
than the range of its spectral resolution. On the other hand, we now exhibit a wide 
class of spaces for which this pathology does not occur. 

Once again, let J( be a Bade complete Boolean algebra of projections in the 
quasicomplete space X and let (J() be the strongly closed sub algebra of ~(X) 
generated by J(. If T is any element of (J(), then T is scalar-type spectral and we 
denote the spectral resolution of T by Q. Once again, set T* = fe z dQ(z) and 
denote the strongly closed subalgebra of ~(X) generated by I, T and T* by 
(/, T, T*). The first observation that we make is that the range, R(Q), of the 
spectral resolution Q is contained in (I, T, T*) if and only if (I, T, T*) is a Riesz 
subspace of (J(). In fact, if R(Q) is contained (/, T, T*), then (/' T, T*) is equal 
to the strongly closed subalgebra of (J() generated by R (Q), and hence (I, T, T*) 
is a Riesz subspace of (J(). Now if we assume that (/' T, T*) is a Riesz subspace of 
(J(), then it is not difficult to see that (I, T, T*) is in fact a Dedekind complete 
Riesz space in its own right and that the induced topology in (I, T, T*) is Lebesgue. 
It now follows from the uniqueness of the Freudenthal spectral system [18, Theorem 
40.8] in the space (J() that R(Q) is in fact contained in (I, T, T*). The above 
observation, combined with the fact [10, Theorem 6.3] that a uniformly closed, 
conjugate closed unital sub algebra of a space qn) is a Riesz subspace (where qn) 
denotes the space of all complex continuous functions on the completely regular 
Hausdorff space n), yields the following remarkable result. 

PROPOSITION 4.2. Let J( be an equicontinuous Bade complete Boolean algebra of 
projections in the quasicomplete space X. Suppose that the strongly closed subalgebra 
(J() of ~(X) generated by J( is algebraically isomorphic to qn) for some 
completely regular Hausdorff space n. Then, for all T E (J(), the range of the 
spectral resolution Q of T is contained in the strongly closed subalgebra of ~(X) 
generated by I, T and T*. 

We remark that if X is Banach, then it is well known that (J() is isomorphic to 
C(n) for some compact Hausdorff space n, and so the conclusion of the preceding 
proposition holds. 
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In view of Example 4.1, it seems natural to describe intrinsically the strongly 
closed subalgebra of Sf(X) generated by the range of the spectral resolution of a 
given scalar-type spectral operator T, in terms of T and its conjugate T*. We show 
first that such algebras are inverse closed, a result which is interesting in its own 
right and which was observed in [23, Lemma 3]. The following result shows that even 
more is true. We denote by Sf#( X) the space of all everywhere defined linear 
mappings on X. 

PROPOSITION 4.3. Let X be quasicomplete and assume that Sf(X) is sequentially 
complete. Let J( be an equicontinuous Bade complete Boolean algebra of projections in 
X and let (J() be the strongly closed subalgebra of Sf(X) generated by J(. If 
T E (J() and if T is invertible in Sf#( X), then T -1 is necessarily continuous and 
T- 1 E (J(). 

PROOF. We show first that ITI is a weak order unit in the Dedekind complete 
Riesz space (J(). In fact, suppose that 0 ~ S E (J() and ITI /\ S = 0 in (J(). It 
follows from [5, Proposition 4.1] that ITxl /\ Sx = 0 in the Riesz space J([x] for all 
x E X. If x E X is given, then x is a weak unit in J( [x] and so Sx /\ nx j n Sx. It 
follows that ITI(Sx /\ nx)j n ITI(Sx). Since ITI(Sx /\ nx) ~ ITl(nx) = nITl(x), it 
follows that ITI(Sx /\ nx).l Sx for n = 1,2 ... and hence ITI(Sx).l Sx. However, 
since the restriction of ITI to J([x] is an orthomorphism of J([x] by [5, Proposition 
4.1], it follows that ITI(Sx) .lITI(Sx) and so ITI(Sx) = ITI(Sx) = O. Since T is 
injective, it follows that Sx = 0 for all x E X and so S = O. 

Let now En E J( be the component of the identity in the band in (J() generated 
by (ITI- I/n)+, n = 1,2, .... Since (ITI- I/n)+j nlTI, and since ITI is a weak 
order unit in (J(), it follows that En j n I. Moreover, since (ITI- I/n)En = 
(ITI- I/n)+~ 0, it follows that ITIEn ~ En/n, n = 1,2, .... It follows from [30, 
Theorem 146.3], that ITIEn + (1- En) is invertible in (J() for n = 1,2, ... and 
consequently TEn + (1- En) is invertible in (J() for n = 1,2, .... It is easy to see 
that (TEn + 1- En)-1 = T-1En + (1- En) and so T-1En E J( for n = 1,2, .... 
From the fact that T is surjective, it follows easily that (T-1En)(x) --+ T-1(x) for all 
x E X, and the result follows. 

A sub algebra d of Sf(X) is called inverse closed if whenever TEd and T is 
invertible in Sf(X), it follows that T-1 Ed. Once again, for any scalar-type 
spectral operator T in the quasicomplete space X with spectral resolution Q, we 
write T* = Ie z dQ( z). We may now state the final result of this paper. 

THEOREM 4.4. Let T be a scalar-type spectral operator in the quasicomplete space X. 
Assume that Sf(X) is sequentially complete. The strongly closed subalgebra of Sf(X) 
generated by the range of the spectral resolution of T is precisely the smallest strongly 
closed, inverse closed subalgebra of Sf(X) containing I, T and T*. 

PROOF. If J( is the closure of the range of the spectral resolution of T, then J( is 
an equicontinuous, Bade complete Boolean algebra of projections in Sf(X) [5, 
Proposition 4.6] and consequently the strongly closed sub algebra (J() of Sf(X) is 
precisely the strongly closed sub algebra of Sf(X) generated by the range of the 
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spectral resolution of T_ Observe that I, T and T* are elements of (.,I() and that 
(.,I() is inverse closed by Proposition 4-3_ Therefore, denoting the smallest inverse 
closed strongly closed sub algebra of 2( X) containing I, T and T* by A, it follows 
that A ~ (.,I()_ It is clear that Re T and 1m T belong to A_ Denote by Re A the set 
of all SEA for which S = S* _ Observe that Re A is a strongly closed subalgebra of 
Re(.,I(), containing I, ReT and ImT Moreover, ReA is inverse closed in 2(X) 
and hence in (.,I(). We assert that ReA is a Riesz subspace of Re(.,I(). In fact, 
suppose SERe A. Since I + S2 ~ I, it follows that (I + S2) -1 exists in (.,I() and 
hence (I + S2)-1 E ReA. If now A = S(I + S2)-l, then A E ReA, IAI ,;;;; I holds 
in .,1(. This implies that there exists a sequence {Pn} ~~ 1 of polynomials with real 
coefficients, such that Pn(A) ~ IAI, I-uniformly in (.,I(). This implies in particular 
that Pn(A) ~ IAI strongly and since Pn(A) E ReA for all n = 1,2, ... , it follows 
that IAI E ReA_ Thus, ReA is a Riesz subspace of Re(.,I(). Since Re(.,I() is a 
Dedekind complete Riesz space with Lebesgue locally solid topology, and since Re A 
is a closed Riesz subspace, it follows easily that Re A is a Dedekind complete space 
in its own right and that the induced topology is Lebesgue. From the uniqueness of 
the (Freudenthal) spectral system, it follows that the spectral systems in (.,I() of 
Re T and 1m T are contained in Re A and hence the Freudenthal spectral system of 
T is contained in Re A_ Since.,l( is equal to the strong closure of the spectral system 
of T, we may conclude that .,I( ~ Re A and hence (.,I() ~ A. It follows that 
A = (.,I() and the proof is complete. 
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